THOMSON REUTERS LEGAL TRACKER
DOCUMENT AUTOMATION
Creating hundreds (perhaps thousands) of letters or other documents containing Thomson Reuters Legal Tracker™
(formerly Serengeti Tracker™) data is just a few seconds and clicks away. You can add Legal Tracker Document
Automation to your tool kit to substantially reduce the amount of time it takes to create documents, freeing up your legal
department’s most valuable asset—your time—and improving the efficiency of important legal operations workflows.

HIGHLIGHTS

The benefits of using the Legal Tracker Document
Automation include:

• Use your own documents to easily create document
templates using Microsoft Word

• Save time by eliminating the manual process of creating
the same document hundreds of times

• Customize and tailor the automation tool to your
unique and exact needs
• Create a library of unlimited automated documents
for your use and control the information fields that
can be imported in each document
• Present a professional, consistent face to all of your
firms and stakeholders
If you routinely create documents that contain information
sourced manually from Legal Tracker, such as standard
letters, memos to legal department executives or board of
directors, or even reports, the Tracker Document
Automation could be a gamechanger. The tool is
extremely easy to use. If you already create the documents
with Microsoft® Word, just one new step is needed to
automate Word documents as templates to be
synchronized with Legal Tracker. In addition, Document
Automation can be enabled on documents as you draft
them, linking them so Tracker data is automatically
imported into the document.
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• Reduce the potential for document errors by removing
manual processes
• Improve user productivity and free up time to work on
higher value-add work by reducing document creation
time
• Get started creating Word templates right away with no
need to learn another tool

CONSISTENTLY RATED
NUMBER ONE
Legal Tracker (formerly
Serengeti Tracker) is the world’s
leading legal matter
management, e-billing, and
legal analytics system designed
for corporate legal departments
and law firms. Part of the
Thomson Reuters Legal
business unit, Legal Tracker is
consistently ranked as the
top-rated solution for its ease of
use, international features, and
quick implementation.

